Unconference Roundtable Discussion

**Space is the Place: How Will Architecture and Design Help Construct the Lunar Built Environment?**

Patrick Suermann, Nicole Shumaker, Ryan Ewing

Whether it was the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing in 2019, the creation of the Artemis Initiative by NASA, the US Space Force’s creation in 2019, or the summer of 2020 SpaceX launch there are more researchers and everyday people looking to space than ever before. Join this roundtable discussion to hear the Texas A&M Space Alliance’s goal to help fulfill TAMU’s Space Grant status or about other universities already engaging the space industrial complex. Learn about opportunities for us here in the College of Architecture and come prepared to innovate and brainstorm ways to help the built environment in the “ultimate high ground,” first on the moon and on to Mars in this decade.